
 
 



Do You Have What It Takes to Be an Animal Communicator?

Just imagine what a difference it would make if you could communicate with animals.

You could hear their voice when they are crying or in pain, or they need to tell you something.

You could know what they need to feel better, if what you're doing to help is actually making a
difference or if it's just making things worse.  

You could also know if they are getting ready to make their
transition.   And if they've already crossed over, you could
reconnect and communicate with them from the other side.

You could also know why they behave the way they do so when
they act out, go crazy or wild, or resist training, you can talk to
them about that.   Together you can solve problems and get
back on the right track.

What a great question!  That you're even thinking it tells me a LOT about who you are and what your
calling is, what your purpose is, and that you are passionate about loving and caring for animals too.

So let's �nd out if you have what it takes to talk to animals!

Consider these questions: 

1. Do you love animals?

2. Have you ever wanted to know what animal's are thinking?  

3. Have you had any training or guidance in learning how to communicate with animals?  

If no, then how can you know what you can really do until you learn how?  

Have you ever wondered if you have what it takes to communicate with animals?
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Anything that's important is worth making the effort to discover more about how it works.  

Animals are important.   Their needs, their feelings, their aches and pains, their confusions and their
wisdom are all there for the asking.  All you need to do is learn how to open up, connect and engage in
the conversation heart to heart, mind to mind.

The fun thing is, it's much easier than you think!

Begin at the beginning and you'll soon �nd out how this works for you.  A few minutes from now you
could be experience amazing conversations with animals and a whole new world could open up for you
and your animals!

   

Get Your Free ebook: Hidden Secrets to Communicating with Pets

 
Got it?  Great! Let's continue with the next question.

Click Here to Start Learning How to Talk to Animals Now!
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4. If you have had training, then do you love communicating with animals?

5. Are you good at it – or do you want to be even better at it?  

6. Have you had some success hearing their voice, feeling their feelings, and/or seeing what they were
talking about?  

If you've answered YES to at least 4 of these 6 questions, then congratulations!   You de�nitely have
what it takes to talk to animals!

Now, you have a choice to make.  

You could just do this as a hobby, just for fun, to be a better caretaker or guardian for your pets.

Or, perhaps you'd like to go further and make a career out of your passion?  

Have you considered that you could do this professionally?  

If so, then I've got a few more questions for you!  Consider:

7.  If after communicating with someone's animal, you shared the information you got with the animal's
person.  Did you get good feedback and/or results so you
are feeling more con�dent in your intuitive abilities?

8. Do you like helping pets with their people?  

By the way, you don't have to like people to be an animal
communicator, the question is more about whether you
like helping pets with their people?

9. Do you feel a passion for being the voice for animals?  You feel strongly about wanting to be the voice
for the voiceless?  
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If you answered YES to these questions, then I've got news for you.

You are being called to help animals by communicating with them in a bigger way.

The next question is, should you launch your own business as a professional?

Because that's a completely different question, isn't it?  

10.  When you consider the idea of becoming a professional animal communicator, tune into your heart,
connect with your Guidance and feel your body.  

Do you feel light?  Excited? Envigorated?  Maybe even a little scared??  

If you feel light , excited, and even scared, then congratulations! You ARE being called to help animals in
a bigger way.  

If you feel dread, worried, or heavy when you consider the idea of launching your own business, then
being a professional practitioner probably isn't for you.  

Not to worry though because you can certainly do it as a hobby!  

You can have a ton of fun talking with animals, know how to help your pwn animals, hopefully help
others when you can.   You don't need to be a professional to do that. You just won't make an income
doing it as a business, and that's perfectly okay.

If you're still with me and feeling excited and delighted at the idea of doing this professionally AND
making good money talking with animals, then...

The last question is, do you have what it takes to become a heart centered professional with a
thriving business as an animal communicator?  

The great news is, if you're good at animal communication and you have a passion for doing this work,
then the rest of what you need to know about running a successful lifestyle 5 and 6 �gure business
helping animals and the people who love them can be learned.
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You've probably taken workshops or courses, maybe worked with a mentor or got coaching on
improving your intuitive abilities.  You may have done case studies, worked with people and their pets
with good results. You've gotten validation and con�rmation that your intuitive abilities are sound and
accurate.  

But you probably weren't taught how to be a successful practitioner working in this �eld.  

Holli said:   “I was taught how to communicate with animals and I loved it.   Then   
certi�ed me how to teach the basics course.  But nowhere was I taught how to market or price my stuff!
  I was just told to do what feels right. But without good business guidance from someone I can trust,
who’s done what I want to do, I just don’t have a clue how to reach my ideal clients. How exactly do I
grow my business?  I am working really hard but I’m not making enough money to quit my day job. I feel
so discouraged and overwhelmed, I don’t know where to start.”

Right brain intuitive skills are not the same skills as left brain logics and analysis. 

Knowing how to use technology, business systems, policies, marketing strategies and procedures are
the foundation of every successful business and this is especially true of psychics, healers and animal
communicators.

There's a lot to learn, but don't worry because it can also be fun, once you have the guidance and
coaching so you know what to do, what not to do, and how it works best for you!  

Penelope Smith 
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Click Here to Start Learning How to Talk to Animals Now!

Get Your Free ebook: Hidden Secrets to Communicating with Pets

For more info, go to The Heart School of Animal Communication! 

 

 

See you soon!

So what should you do next?
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About Val Heart

Val Heart has the gift of gab... with animals.  Val is called the real life Dr. Doolittle and is a leading animal
communication expert and animal communicator to the stars. She is the bestselling author and
contributing author of several books, including “Don’t Screw Up Your Dog,” and has been a featured
expert on ABC, NBC and Fox News, as well as in People Magazine, My San Antonio, and Great Day San
Antonio. She is an instrument for the healing of the world through the animals.

She helps people communicate with their pets so that animal lovers can take better care of their
animals, discover health problems before they become emergencies and have a deeper relationship
with their pets.

She is the founder of the Heart School of Animal Communication and the Animal Talk Coaching &
Mastery Club at www.LearnHowToTalkToAnimals.com.  

Based on her more than 25 years of experience, she created the HEART System, a 5-step program for
solving problems with pets. You can �nd out more about her private work with clients at
www.ValHeart.com and www.ShowHorseExpert.com  
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